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Abstract: Inorganic ions, coenzymes, amino acids, and saccharides could co-exist with toxic environmental
chemicals, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), in the cell. The presence of these co-existing
chemicals can modulate the toxicity of the PAHs. One of the genotoxic effects by PAHs is light-induced cleavage,
or photocleavage, of DNA. The effect of inorganic ions I-, Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe3+, Mn2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+ and
biological molecules riboflavin, histidine, mannitol, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD), glutathione, and
glutamic acid on the DNA photocleavage by pyrene, 1-hydroxypyrene (1-HP), and 1-aminopyrene (1-AP), is
studied. The non-transition metal ions Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, usually have very little inhibitory effects, while the
transition metal ions Fe3+, Cu2+, and Zn2+ enhance, Mn2+ inhibits the DNA photocleavage. The effect by biological
molecules is complex, depending on the photochemical reaction mechanisms of the compounds tested (1-AP, 1HP and pyrene) and on the chemical nature of the added biological molecules. Riboflavin, histidine, and mannitol
enhance DNA photocleavage by all three compounds, except that mannitol has no effect on the photocleavage of
DNA by pyrene. Glutathione inhibits the DNA photocleavage by 1-AP and 1-HP, but has no effect on that by
pyrene. NAD enhances the DNA photocleavage by 1-AP, but has no effect on that by 1-HP and pyrene. Glutamic
acid enhances the DNA photocleavage by 1-AP and pyrene, but inhibits that by 1-HP. These results show that the
co-existing chemicals may have a profound effect on the toxicity of PAHs, or possibly on the toxicity of many
other chemicals. Therefore, if one studies the toxic effects of PAHs or other toxic chemicals, the effect of the coexisting chemicals or ions needs to be considered.
Keywords: PAH, pyrene, 1-aminopyrene, 1-hydroxypyrene, photo-induced DNA cleavage; biologically relevant
ions and molecules

Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are
widespread environmental pollutants produced during
forest fire, volcanic eruption, incomplete burning of
fossil fuels, petroleum products, as well as during
tobacco smoke, food processing, operation of machinery
including automobiles, airplanes and ships [1,2].
Chemical carcinogenesis studies of PAHs started in 1915
when Yamagawa and Ichikawa observed that repeated
application of coal tar on rabbits over extended periods
induced skin carcinomas on the rabbit ears [3]. The
carcinogenic potential for PAHs was recognized in 1930
when
Kennaway
and
Hiegar
synthesized
dibenz[a,h]anthrancene
and
determined
its
carcinogenicity [4]. However, the fluorescence spectrum
of dibenz[a,h]anthrancene did not correspond exactly to
that of the carcinogenic components of coal tar. Further
© 2005 MDPI. All rights reserved.

investigation of other carcinogenic components of coal
tar by Cook et al led to the discovery of benzo[a]pyrene
as one of the major carcinogenic components [5]. Since
these pioneering studies, more than 30 PAHs and several
hundred of their derivatives have been reported to
exhibit some carcinogenic effects [6-8]. It is reported in
the 8th Report on Carcinogens that exposure to PAHs has
been linked to the development of skin and lung cancers
(National Toxicology Program, 1998).
Under physiological conditions, PAHs themselves
are inert molecules and generally considered nontoxic
toward biological systems. PAHs affect humans usually
after being activated by metabolic enzymes or light
[9,10]. Many PAHs can be metabolized into diol
epoxides, diones and other reactive intermediates that are
capable of reacting with cellular DNA to form PAHDNA covalent adducts or cause other forms of cellular
damages [2,11-13]. Another pathway for PAH activation
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is photo-activation [10].
PAHs are activated by
absorption of light energy and excited to their upper
energy states. The excited state energy can be lost by
emitting light or heat, or transferred to molecular
oxygen, solvent molecules, or biological molecules in
the cell to generate reactive intermediates that can
damage cellular constituents such as cell membrane,
nucleic acids, or proteins. It has been observed that
PAHs can cause DNA single strand cleavage and DNAPAH adduct formation upon UVA light irradiation [10,
14-17]. Generally, PAHs are more toxic when exposed
to simulated solar radiation than if it is kept in the dark
and the increase in toxicity can exceed 100-fold [18, 19].
Thus, the light-activated PAHs can cause cellular
damages and exert toxicity including carcinogenicity.
Since co-existing chemicals are usually involved in the
photochemical processes of the phototoxic compounds,
it is understandable that the co-existing chemicals should
have a profound effect on the photochemical reaction as
well as the phototoxic effects of these compounds.
Through various pathways PAHs are known to be
able to enter into the cells and co-exist with many other
biological chemicals in the cell. It is logical to assume
that the co-existing chemicals should have a profound
effect on light-induced DNA cleavage by PAHs, and
therefore, on the toxicity of these compounds if the cells,
such as skin cells, are subject to light irradiation. Thus,
we wish to report the effect of biologically relevant
inorganic ions and molecules on the light-induced DNA
cleavage by pyrene and its polar derivatives, 1aminopyrene (1-AP) and 1-hydroxypyrene (1-HP).
Pyrene was chosen as a representative PAH and 1-AP
and 1-HP as its polar derivatives. The biologically
relevant ions, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Fe3+, Cu2+, Mn2+,
Zn2+, and I- and molecules, riboflavin, nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NAD), histidine, mannitol,
glutathione, and glutamic acid, are chosen to study their
effect on the light-induced DNA cleavage.
Materials and Methods
Reagents, Chemicals and Instruments
Pyrene, 1-AP, and 1-HP were purchased from
Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI) and used
without further purification. Stock solutions (1 mM)
were prepared in methanol and stored in brown
containers in the refrigerator to exclude light. It was
diluted with other solvents necessary to make the
working solution before use. ΦΧ 174 phage DNA
(supercoiled RF-1 or sc-DNA) with a molecular weight
of 3.6 × 106 Da and 5386 base pairs was purchased from
Promega Corporation (Madison, WI) and stored at 20°C. Ethidium bromide (EB), bromophenol blue,
xylencyanol, sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium iodide
(KI), magnesium chloride (MgCl2), manganese chloride
(MnCl2), zinc chloride (ZnCl2), cupric chloride (CuCl2),
ferric chloride (FeCl3), riboflavin, histidine, mannitol,
NAD, glutathione, and glutamic acid were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Agarose, calcium
chloride (CaCl2), sodium phosphate, TRIS-base, boric
acid, and EDTA were purchased from Fisher Scientific

(Houston, TX). All solvents used were spectroscopic
grade. The water used (18 MΩ) was deionized by a
Barnstead Nanopure Infinity water de-ionization system
(Dubuque, Iowa). A rapid agarose gel electrophoresis
apparatus (C.B.S & Scientific Co.) was used for gel
electrophoresis. The NucleoVison Gel-Documentation
System (NucleoTech Inc., CA) was used for
quantification of the DNA.
UVA-Light Induced DNA Cleavage
Solutions (a total of 60 μl of 10 mM sodium
phosphate at pH 7.1 with 10% methanol) containing ΦΧ
174 phage DNA (27 μM in base pairs), 0.6 μM 1-HP (or
6 μM 1-AP or 60 μM pyrene), and a given biological ion
or molecule were filled into the wells of a 3 × 8 flat
bottomed TitertekTM plate (ICN Biochemical). These
PAH concentrations were chosen to cause about 30% of
DNA photocleavage under these experimental
conditions. The plate was tightly covered with glass and
placed onto a Pyrex glass support/filter, which was
placed on an O-ring secured on a ring stand. The Pyrex
glass served as a light filter to efficiently cut off any
light below 300 nm that could damage DNA. A 100 W
UVA lamp (type B, UVP Inc., Upland, CA) was placed
beneath the Pyrex glass and the light was applied
through the bottom of the Titertek plate from a fixed
distance of 6.0 cm. The UVA intensity of the light output
was measure to be 170 J/cm2 per hour of irradiation
(UVA detector, Model PMA 2100, Solar Light Co., Inc.,
Philadelphia, PA). A stream of cold air was blowing
toward the bottom of the Pyrex glass during the
irradiation period to eliminate any heat.
After
irradiation, 12 µl of a gel-loading dye solution
(bromophenol blue and xylencyanol in 50% glycerol)
was added into each well of the Titertek plate and mixed.
Then 14 μl of the sample was loaded into the wells of
the pre-prepared 1% agarose gel and subjected to
electrophoresis at 100V for 1-2h.
Following
electrophoresis, the gel was stained with Ethidium
bromide (2mg/L) and analyzed with the GelDocumentation System software. In the gel, there were
two clear bands with the supercoiled DNA (sc-DNA)
being the band further away from the origin and the
relaxed open-circular DNA (oc-DNA) being the closer to
the origin. The amount of sc-DNA and oc-DNA were
quantified by the total fluorescence intensity of the bands
after subtracting a common background as described in a
previous publication [16].
Results and Discussion
Effect of Biologically Relevant Inorganic Ions on the
Photocleavage of DNA
DNA photocleavage by 1-AP, 1-HP, or pyrene was
carried out in the presence of biologically relevant
inorganic ions. The choice of chloride salts is to
eliminate any effect from the anion, because Cl- seems to
have minimal effects on the light-induced DNA
cleavage. All experiments were carried out with 27μM
DNA and the results are shown in Figure 1 for pyrene
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DNA cleavage without light (lanes 5, 7, 9 in Figure 1A
and 5, 7, 9, 13 in Figure 1B). Fe3+ itself can cause the scDNA to become oc-DNA at a concentration of 0.5 mM
(lane 11 in Figure 1B). Light control with ions (without
pyrene) shows the same trend as that for the dark control
for most ions (except Fe3+) that they do not cause any
cleavage to sc-DNA with 1 h of irradiation (lanes 11, 12,
13 in Figure 1A and 15, 16, 17, 19 in Figure 1B).
Among all ions tested, Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and Mn2+ have
either minimal effects or cause a decrease of DNA
photocleavage (Figure 1A and B), whereas Zn2+ and
Cu2+ enhance the DNA photocleavage by pyrene. The
effect by Fe3+ cannot be assessed because Fe3+ itself can
cause DNA cleavage.
Table 1: Effect of biologically relevant ions on the
percent of DNA photocleavage by 1-hydroxypyrene (1HP), 1-aminopyrene (1-AP), and pyrene.
I-

Na+ Mg2+ Ca2+ Mn2+ Zn2+ Cu2+ Fe3+

1-HP

23

20

10

9

12

22* 100* 100*

Control

40

40

40

40

18

18

Pyrene

10

23

16

14

8

39* 100* 100*

Control

26

22

26

26

22

22

1-AP

49* 34

35

25

15

65* 43* 100*

Control

38

38

38

38

38

38

18
22
38

18
22
38

3+

Figure 1: Effect of biologically relevant inorganic ions
on the light-induced DNA cleavage by pyrene (60 μM).
Lanes 1, 2, 3 are negative controls and lane 4 is the
positive control. The lower bands in the gel are that of
the sc-DNA and the upper bands are that of the oc-DNA.
The concentrations for various ions are: 50 mM for I-,
Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+ and 0.5 mM for the transition metals
Mn2+, Zn2+, Fe3+, and Cu2+. Experiments with all ions are
under three conditions: (1) Dark control: Ion + DNA +
pyrene without irradiation (Lanes 5, 7, 9 in A and 5, 7, 9,
11, 13 in B); (2) Effect of ion on DNA cleavage by
pyrene: ion + DNA + pyrene with 1 h of irradiation
(Lanes 6, 8, 10 in A or 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 in B); (3) Light
control: ion + DNA + H2O with 1 h of irradiation:
(Lanes 11, 12, 13 in A or 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 in B).
and Table 1 for all three compounds. Lanes 1, 2, 3 in
Figure 1 are the negative controls: DNA alone without
light irradiation (lane 1), DNA alone with light
irradiation (lane 2), and DNA + 60 μM pyrene without
irradiation (lane 3). They all have the same percent of
oc-DNA indicating that exposure to light alone (lane 2)
and pyrene alone (lane 3) does not cause any cleavage to
the DNA. Lane 4 is the positive control with DNA and
60 μM pyrene with 1h of irradiation. It shows that about
26% of the sc-DNA is cleaved. The tests for each ion
are with dark control (ion + pyrene + DNA without
irradiation) and light control (ion + DNA with
irradiation) in addition to the regular test (ion + pyrene +
DNA with irradiation). The dark control experiments
confirm that all ions except Fe3+ cause only minimal

The error for each sample is about ±20%. Fe can cause DNA
cleavage without 1-HP, or pyrene, or light. The concentrations
for various ions are: 50 mM for I-, Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ and 0.5 mM
for transition metals Mn2+, Zn2+, Fe3+, and Cu2+. The
concentration for 1-AP, 1-HP, and pyrene are: 6, 0.6, and 60
μM, respectively.
* Numbers represent enhancement on the DNA photocleavage.

Table 1 lists the percent of DNA photocleavage by
pyrene, 1-AP, and 1-HP in the presence of various ions.
The effect of most of the ions tested on 1-HP and 1-AP
induced DNA photocleavage has the same trend as that
for pyrene. Main group ions Ca2+, Mg2+and Na+ have
either minimal effect or cause a small decrease. This
indicates that the effect by these ions on the DNA
photocleavage is negligible. Whereas transition mental
ions, except for Mn2+ which inhibits DNA
photocleavage, Zn2+ and Cu2+ can cause an enhancement
for the DNA photocleavage by all three compounds. In
the presence of Cu2+, sc-DNA is completely cleaved due
to the exposure to pyrene or 1-HP and light (Table 1 and
bar 10 in Figure 1B). It is only slightly enhanced,
however, by the exposure to 1-AP and light (Table 1).
Zinc ion enhances and manganese ion inhibits the DNA
photocleavage by all three compounds. The mechanism
of effect of each transition metal on DNA photocleavage
still is not clear. But it has been reported that
semicarbazide induces DNA damage in the presence of
Cu2+ through the formation of hydrogen peroxide and
semicarbazide-derived free radicals [20]. Thus, it is
assumed that Cu2+ enhances the DNA photocleavage
through Cu2+ or PAH-derived free radicals. Although
effect by Fe3+ cannot be assessed, in the presence of UV
radiation, Fe3+ species also can undergo a photoredox
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process giving rise to Fe2+ and OH• hydroxyl radical [21]
according to:
Fe3+ + H2O + hv → Fe2+ + OH• + H+
OH• hydroxyl radical attacks and cleaves the DNA
phosphate deoxyribose backbone in a largely sequenceindependent manner [22].
However, the effect by I- is different for 1-AP from
1-HP and pyrene, where I- enhances the DNA
photocleavage by 1-AP and inhibits the DNA
photocleavage by 1-HP and pyrene. This inhibitory
effect on 1-HP or pyrene induced DNA photocleavage is
in agreement with that I- inhibits the DNA photocleavage
by 5- and 7-methylbenz[a]anthracenes [15]. It is known
that iodide ion is an excited singlet state quencher by
enhancing the intersystem crossing rate from an excited
singlet state to an excited triplet state [23]. Therefore, the
fact that the presence of I- quenches the DNA
photocleavage by either 1-HP or pyrene indicates that
the singlet excited state of 1-HP or pyrene is involved in
the DNA photocleavage process. Since the presence of
KI enhances the DNA photocleavage by 1-AP, it must
involve a different mechanism such as the involvement
of the triplet state of 1-AP.
Effect of Biologically Relevant Molecules on the
Photocleavage of DNA
DNA photocleavage induced by the combination of
1-AP, 1-HP, or pyrene and light were carried out in the
presence of some biologically important molecules. The
rationale is that PAHs in the cell are likely to co-exist
with these molecules and these molecules may affect the
ability of PAHs to cause DNA photocleavage. Except
riboflavin, which by itself can cause DNA
photocleavage, all the other chemicals, histidine (5mM),
mannitol (0.5mM), NAD (5mM), glutathione (0.5mM),
and glutamic acid (0.5 mM) do not cause DNA cleavage
upon light irradiation under these experimental
conditions. The effect of these chemicals on DNA
photocleavage is different for 1-AP, 1-HP or pyrene
(Figure 2, Table 2). With 1-AP, all chemicals except
glutathione, which inhibits the DNA photocleavage
completely, enhance DNA photocleavage. For 1-HP,
riboflavin, histidine and mannitol enhance DNA
photocleavage, while glutathione and glutamic acid
inhibit and NAD has no effect on DNA photocleavage.
For pyrene, riboflavin, histidine and glutamic acid
enhance DNA photocleavage, while NAD, glutathione,
and mannitol have no effect on DNA photocleavage.

The varying effects seen here should be due to
differences in chemical/photochemical reactions these
three compounds initiate that lead to DNA
photocleavage.

Figure 2: Effect of biologically relevant molecules on

light-induced DNA cleavage by pyrene. ΦX-174
plasmid DNA (27μM in base pairs) was mixed with
60μM pyrene and various biological chemicals and was
irradiated for 1 h with a 100 W UVA lamp. Lane 1 is the
dark control and lane 2 is the positive control with
pyrene and DNA but without any added chemicals.
Lanes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 are the mixtures of DNA and
pyrene irradiated for 1 h in the presence of riboflavin (5
mM), NAD (5mM), Histidine (5mM), Glutathione
(0.5mM), Mannitol (0.5mM), and Glutamic acid
(0.5mM), respectively. Lanes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 are the
same as 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13, respectively, but without
pyrene.

Riboflavin is a known photo-sensitizer that can
facilitate light-induced chemical reactions of other
compounds. The photodynamic action of riboflavin is
generally considered to involve the generation of
reactive oxygen species [24]. Photo-excited riboflavin
gives rise to oxidative DNA damage predominantly by a
type-I photoreaction, i.e. by direct one-electron or
hydrogen transfer [25]. ESR experiments suggested that
photo-excited riboflavin reacts with dGMP to produce
riboflavin anion radical and guanine cation radical, but
not with other mononucleotides. The estimated ratio of
8-OH-dG yield to total guanine loss indicates that the
photo-excited riboflavin induces 8-OH-dG formation

Table 2: Percent of DNA photocleavage by 1-AP, 1-HP, and pyrene in the presence of biologically relevant molecules
Control

Riboflavin
5 mM

NAD
5 mM

Histidine
5 mM

Glutathione
0.5 mM

Mannitol
0.5 mM

Glutamic Acid
0.5 mM

1-AP

15%

76%*

59%*

55%*

0%

34%*

34%*

1-HP

19%

42%*

12%

32%*

0%

35%*

7%

Pyrene

11%

65%*

13%

82%*

10%

13%

49%*

The numbers are the percent of DNA cleavage caused by 1-AP, 1-HP, or pyrene upon light irradiation in the presence of
one of the chemicals. The standard error is ±20%. * Numbers represent an enhancement.
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specifically at guanine residues located 5’ to another
guanine [26]. As a result, riboflavin can cause DNA
photocleavage by itself on one hand, and it can enhance
the ability of all the three compounds to cause DNA
photocleavage, on the other.
Glutathione is a known reducing agent that usually
traps free radicals such as hydroxyl free radicals [27].
Therefore, glutathione’s role here seems to be as a free
radical scavenger. It has been reported that both
histidine and mannitol are singlet oxygen quenchers by
reacting with singlet oxygen to produce oxidation
products of histidine. Both should inhibit the DNA
photocleavage. However, the presence of 5mM histidine
and 0.5mM mannitol enhances the DNA photocleavage
for all three compounds. This indicates that histidine and
mannitol play roles other than quenching singlet oxygen.
It has been confirmed that the presence of histidine
greatly lengthens the degradation half-lives of various
PAHs and inhibits their degradation [14]. Thus, the
presence of histidine maintains a higher concentration of
the PAHs that are capable of generating species other
than singlet oxygen, such as superoxide or PAH free
radicals, to cause DNA single-strand cleavage. The
effect by mannitol is still not clear and needs further
investigation.
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